
Dear friends of the world trip by bicycle, 

winter has come and we are sitting in cold and rainy Paris while we are writing to you.
But luckily we have a cosy warm and dry place: Pablo, a bicycle traveller whom we met
at the beginning of our trip in Serbia, provided us a whole small apartment here in the
town of love. But how did we get here? Let's tie in with the last newsletter:

1) 1500km on the bike - with a dog!

Findus, the little black puppy we found in the
ditch in Andalusia, actually stayed with us for
a whole month. A nice but also exhausting
time! We mainly did wildcamping, because it
was difficult to find warmshowers hosts that
accepted dogs as well (and the two times we
did, Findus peed on the ground and shredded
sheets...!). And finding paid accommodations
was impossible with a dog: As soon as we
mentioned the word dog, they didn't want to
give us a room
anymore. But in

Spain and France wildcamping is very easy anyways.
Besides, if you have a dog that sleeps in front of the tent
and guards it, you also feel very safe. There was only a
problem when we camped near cows or woods with deer.
Because then Findus kept barking until we took him into our tent to calm him down. 

Every day Findus got bigger and fitter, in the end he could run about 10km next to the
bike himself per day. Oh, and finally we didn't smuggle him to France: at a Spanish
veterinarian we microchipped him and vaccinated him against rabies and got him an

official EU pet passport. This costs about 80€, but
therefore three weeks later Findus was able to
cross the border with us without any problems. In
Lyon we handed him over to two friends of ours.
And now Findus lives happily with them in
Potsdam!

By the way, we also want to edit a video about
Findus' happy end story very soon.

2) Magda's birthday in Madrid

In Madrid we got visitors again! As luck would have it, Magda's parents and her friends
had long planned a holiday in Madrid that was just right on our itinerary - and even in

perfect time. In addition, we were lucky to find a
dog-friendly warmshowers hosts in the
expensive metropolis. They loved Findus
(although he tore up a bed sheet, distributed the
garbage on the kitchen floor and peed into the
living room) and wanted to have him for one
day. Perfect for us: with them sitting Findus we
could spend Magda's birthday time with her

parents, without having to look after a dog all the time. We did - surprise! - a birthday



bicycle tour. And we showed Magda's parents that cycling in a big city like Madrid can be
real fun. The metropolis has wonderful cycle paths and lots of parks!

3) Five nights in a campervan 

After handing over Findus in Lyon, we met
Manu's parents. They had time during the
autumn holidays to visit us with their
campervan. Perfect timing for us: not only
had it just started to rain and thunder and
storm every night, but it was also getting
much colder. With our new escort vehicle
this was no problem at all. We continued
cycling during the day, but could warm up
every evening with delicious food and hot tea in the camper. A comfortable bed and
family breakfast included – pure luxury for us! 

4) Drohnella crashed!!

Yes, it actually happened: After 2 ½ years without any accidents  with us, our beloved
drone crashed! Into a tree. On an island. In a fast,
wide river - the l'Oire. So you could say that the
worst-case scenario has occurred. Plus: on the
drone's SD card we kept videos of the last three
months that were not yet copied to our hard drive...
congratulations! 

But in the end we did rescue Drohnella from the
bushes on the island in a spectacular rescue
operation. It's still a mystery to us where we got all
the luck from, but it worked: we were able to find a

kayak, Manu paddled over and found the small drone in the dense woods. Unbelievable!
However, the accident has left traces. A wing broke and has to be replaced and the drone
camera has a loose contact, which we could not repair yet. But we have Drohnella back,
and with her also the videos on the SD card. That was the first priority!

5) Latest radio interview with WDR2 World Time

In Madrid, Magda has again spoken with WDR2 Weltzeit, a German radio show - already
for the sixth time. The radio show followed our journey from the very beginning and
interviews us regularly. If you feel like it (and understand German...), you can listen to
the latest interview here.

6) Winter break

Here from Paris we are going to cycle via Belgium and the Netherlands to home, which is
Münster. It's only about 700km! At home we want to take a winter break and celebrate
Christmas with our families. You may have noticed that we liked sailing so much that we
are thinking about changing from bicycles to our own boat. We even have a concrete

https://www.manuandmagda.com/press


boat in mind... But first we have to calculate everything exactly, earn money, get the
radio license and the sport boat license...

We will certainly organize another travel lecture at our sponsor Fahrrad Hürter in
Münster. If you have an idea where else such a lecture would be appreciated - please let
us know by e-mail (piggybackriders@gmx.de). We have our own beamer and a good
sound box for our school lectures. So for a lecture we only need a room and an
interested (not necessarily large!) audience. A clubhouse, a gym or simply a living room -
we are looking forward to your suggestions :).

7) Last chance for postcards!

Now that we are home again (at least for a bit), the
postcard project is coming to an end soon. But not yet!
You are still welcome to send us a “meal-against-a-
postcard-donation” here (you chose how much!) and get
a legendary, selfmade and (very old-fashioned)
handwritten postcards from France. In the picture on
the left you can see the last card from Morocco. We are
always very happy about everyone who takes part in the

postcard project!

All the best and bisous from cold Paris!

Magda and Manu

https://www.manuandmagda.com/postcard-following

